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1. Introduction

Dear friends,

We founded People Behind, in 2017, observing the 

"decommissioning" of the elderly members of our 

families after retirement, the few activation alternatives 

and the consequences of this situation on their mental, 

physical and psychological health.

The official data of Eurostat (Ageing Europe, 2019) 

confirmed our experience, clearly presenting the reduced 

activation of people 65+ in Greece. It was observed that 

only 25-32% of people 65+ spend 3 hours per week 

doing physical exercise, 27-45% participate in cultural 

activities, while 78% have no knowledge of computers 

and technology.

Following a series of pilot projects from 2017 to 2019, People 

Behind launched the University for Third Age, an initiative 

developed in Europe since the 1970s. The first workshops 

started in February 2020 with a warm welcome, both from 

beneficiaries and the media. The advent of Covid-19, 

however, very quickly changed our lives and, inevitably, 

People Behind’s business plan.

The pandemic significantly affected the quality of life of older 

people. Data from Dianeosis (2020) proved that 75% showed 

less social activity, while 80% felt lonely, fearful and uncertain.

However, a large proportion became more positive about the 

tools of technology and made their first steps into the digital 

world.
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The shift of the elderly to technology confirmed the 

choice of People Behind, to create the e-learning 

platform, e-University for Third Age, turning the whole 

process from face-to-face to digital. Through the 

platform, the beneficiaries participate in live online 

workshops, have access to courses notes, practice 

through exercises / quizzes and watch informative 

videos. Also, through the forum they may exchange 

thoughts / ideas and develop online social / friendly 

relationships.

The risk of digital shift had a very positive impact for the 

organization: our operational costs decreased, while 

the number of beneficiaries increased, both from the 

region of Attica but also from all over Greece. In 

addition, the day-to-day operation of the team became 

more flexible and efficient using more technological 

tools. 

During 2022, People Behind team grew in numbers and 

experience in terms of its operation, design and 

implementation of projects. Being constantly aware of the 

needs of our beneficiaries, we faced the new challenges due 

to Covid-19, and we learned to adapt quickly and dynamically, 

to offer high-quality and targeted services to people 65+.

2022 has been a year with many challenges for people 65+, 

but, also, a year that confirmed that together we can make a 

better world, a world that leaves no one behind.

Thank you for your support!

Maria Asteriou

Maria Iliopoulou

People Behind Co-founders
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2. Values - Vision

Aging is not a “problem”, but a natural process.

Every day we grow a little bit more and observe changes in our 

body, spirit and emotion. We accept the time and take care to 

remain active and healthy for as long as possible.

Learning does not end with age

We believe that all people, regardless of age, should have access 

to lifelong learning services, that recognize and absorb the special 

needs of people over the age of 65.

Our vision is to build a society for all ages.

We believe that: 
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A society for     
all ages

Learning does 
not end with 

age

Program design 
according to 
actual needs

The world CAN be 
more inclusive

Aging is not     
a “problem”
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Program design according to actual needs

Every person, regardless of age, has the right to be served as an equal citizen by both public and private 

services. Especially at a time when digitization is becoming part of everyday life, people 65+ and their 

needs must be considered when designing projects, programs and services. At People Behind, all 

programs and activities are designed according to the needs assessment of the beneficiaries, a process 

that is carried out on a regular basis by out team.

The world CAN become more inclusive

We see "problems" as "challenges", "failures" as "lessons". We believe that the world can become better 

if each one of us acknowledge one’s individual responsibility. At People Behind we look at everything with 

a positive mindset, believing that together we can build a better society, a world where no one will be left 

behind.
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3. 2022 in numbers

We activated a total of 930 people 65+

We empowered 60 older women in gender-based violence

We filmed 1 documentary about the needs of older people in the digital world

We managed 11 digital workshops series for 8 months

We collaborated with 12 Civil Society organizations and 3 Municipalities 

We opened 1 new job position
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4. Strategic pillars and main activities

All People Behind activities are

designed according to the EU

standards for the promotion

of Healthy and Active Aging

as well as the needs

assessment process we follow

with our beneficiaries.

In 2022, 3 main programs were

implemented:

❖ The University for Third Age

❖ Hug65+

❖ Women empowerment 65+
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People Behind recognizing as immediate needs/challenges for older people:

➢ Socialization and activation - especially after 2 years of confinement due to pandemic

➢ Equal access and inclusion in the digital world

➢ Awareness of gender-based violence in older age

has set as key priorities for the period 2021 - 2024 the pillars:

Active Ageing

•Life-long learning

•Socializing

•Back to the market with new 

roles

Digital inclusion

•Fighting digital illiteracy

•Training in government digital 

services 

•Training in banking digital 

services

Gender based violence

•Education of women 65+

•Social awareness

•Breaking the silence



The University for Third Age is a window to lifelong 

learning for people over 65 with the main objective of 

activating and empowering them. Beneficiaries 

participate in weekly online workshops, read course 

notes, practice through exercises/quizzes and watch 

useful informative videos. They gain knowledge, 

skills, get in touch with younger generations, 

exercise physically and improve their mental, 

emotional and physical well-being, and ultimately 

their quality of life.
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4.1. The University for Third Age

People Behind team together with the participants of the 

workshops create a large community, bringing 

together different generations. Through technology we 

build relationships, socialize and share our knowledge

and experiences.
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The development: The idea for the creation of the 1st University for Third Age in Greece arose after research and 

exchange of best practices with the Universities for Third Age of Cyprus, London and Malaga. The face-to-face operation

started in February 2020, gathering over 400 applications from people 65+. The first 3 workshops were History, 

Philosophy and Drama, with 120 beneficiaries.

Digital shift: Just after Covid-19 “arrived” in Greece, People Behind 

carried out pilot digital activities, to explore 

the beneficiaries’ correspondence in case of total digital shift. 

Following their feedback, by September 2020 the

e-learning platform of the University for Third Age was developed 

and via this platform the program continued in 2022.

Impact: Through their participation in the University for Third Age, 

the beneficiaries increased the level of daily activation, strengthened 

their digital knowledge, practiced their memory and improved their 

mental and psychological health.

These results emerged from the evaluation process, which took place in December 2022.

Support: From March 2022 till March 2023 the University for Third Age has been supported by ΤΙΜΑ Charitable Foundation.
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4.2. Hug65+

The project “Hug65+" responds to the need for equal inclusion

of people 65+ in the digital world. 

Digital illiteracy, non friendly platforms and

stereotypes for older people prevent people 65+ from using digital tools

that would facilitate their daily lives and improve their quality of life. 

At a time when state services, banking, shopping and even medical services are digitised, 

the right to equal inclusion in the digital world

is a right for all, regardless of age. 

“Hug65+” defended the right of equal access and participation of people 65+ in the digital world and was 

implemented in 8 cities in Greece (Patras, Ioannina, Thessaloniki, Serres, Katerini, Chania, Heraklion, 

Athens).

The project was implemented in the framework of the Active citizens fund program, with InterMediaKT as 

leader and People Behind as a partner.
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The main outcomes of the project (1)

Mobile app for the rights of people 65+

Through interactive games and exercises

that create a pleasant environment of

information and education, older people

and beyond are able to read about their

rights and discover ways to defend them.

Awareness documentary

Through real stories, we highlighted the difficulties faced by people over 65 due to the

transformation of almost all our daily habits and activities online, and the needs that arise.

Download the app (Greek only)

Watch the documentary 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.digital.ahugfortheelderly&pli=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W6UGEaK1ho
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Trainings & Open Debates in 8 cities

Our project distributed "hugs" of knowledge in 8

cities of Greece.

We started from Ioannina, continued to Thessaloniki,

Serres and Katerini and then we traveled to Patras

and took the ferry to Chania and Heraklion.

Our journey invited 400 older people to educational

activities and 280 people from all ages to open

discussions based on the awareness documentary

and personal experiences.

The main outcomes of the project (2)
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4.3. Women Empowerment 65+

The project aimed to educate older women on the different forms of 

violence and ways of handling incidents of abuse, in order to help reduce the 

number of women who remain silent.

Gender-based violence among older people is an area where civil society actors and state

agencies have not sufficiently intervened.

Even the 1st Annual Report on Violence against Women (2020) does not present data on older

women. According to the UN (2017) only 1 in 24 cases of older women abuse is reported, and in 

general abuse remains hidden, even in extreme cases.

One of the main reasons is that an overwhelming proportion of older women do not realise that

they are victims of abuse, due to entrenched patriarchal notions of women's status and role, but

also due to ignorance of the different forms of violence and women's rights regardless of 

age. 

The project was implemented in the framework of the Active citizens fund program.
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Creation of educational material

During the project, written educational material

has been created and is alsready posted on the

online platform of the University for Third Age.

The topics it covers are:

❖ Forms of violence

❖ Forms of violence in the older age

❖ Rights of women regardless of age

❖ Stereotypes, beliefs and patriarchal models

❖ Managing cases of abuse

❖ Agencies to support battered women

The main outcomes of the project

Training and empowerment workshops

During the workshops, 60 women 65+ enhanced their

knowledge on the different forms of gender-based

violence, so that they can initially identify and name them.

In addition, the level of deeper understanding of human

rights infringement, abusive relationships and the link

between them increased. They also strengthened the sense

of self-determination, i.e. the right and freedom of every

woman to shape her life according to her abilities, interests

and worldviews, gradually moving away from patriarchal

stereotypes.

Participants also improved their knowledge on how to deal

with incidents of violence in everyday life and were informed

about the bodies they can turn to, enhancing their sense of

security and protection from society.
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5. Campaigns

During 2022 People Behind participated in 2 campaigns, defending older people’s rights. 

#AgeWithRights campaign – The Global Rally

We participated in the #AgeWithRights Global Campaign to urge

governments to take action ahead of the 12th Open Ended

Working Group on Ageing (OEWG12).

The Global Rally began on 3rd March 2022 as a key part of the 

Age With Rights campaign. People around the world united and 

called on their governments to support the stronger protection 

and promotion of older people’s human rights.

The Global Rally took place 6 weeks ahead of the next annual 

Working Group meeting of governments and other stakeholders 

on older people’s human rights at the United Nations (UN) in 

New York from 11-14th April 2022.

We need a new 
Convention on the rights 

of older persons.
It is time for our voice to 

be heard. We want a world 
that treats older people 

as equals. 

https://www.rightsofolderpeople.org/age-with-rights
https://rightsofolderpeople.org/preparing-for-the-twelfth-oewg-session/
https://rightsofolderpeople.org/preparing-for-the-twelfth-oewg-session/
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#OrangeTheWorld - Actions to eliminate gender-based violence

People Behind participated in the United Nations #OrangetheWorld campaign to end gender-based violence.

The campaign began on 25 November (International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women) and run until

10 December (Human Rights Day).
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#OrangeTheWorld - What People Behind did

We run an Instagram Quiz with questions and quizzes

about gender-based violence. Through the quiz people

learned more about forms of abuse, stereotypes,

gender discrimination and women's rights.

People Behind welcomed PhD Candidate in Criminology, Tonia Kastrinaki, to a 

series of 4 online workshops on gender-based violence in older age. In total 45 older 

women participated and learned about:

➢ Forms of Violence and Gender Violence in Older People.

➢ Women's Rights, with guest author and lecturer of the Creative Writing Workshop 

of the University for Third Age, Stella Teneketzi, who talked about women in 

literature

➢ Case management and support organizations for battered women



6. Networking activities

During 2022 People Behind managed important collaborations with organizations both inside and outside Civil Society.

❖ We participated in the European Week of Active and Healthy Ageing of AAL Program, in Gdansk Poland

❖ We participated in the Ministerial Conference on Ageing, in Rome with the video “A word before happiness”

❖ We participated in the Digital Beach Summit of the Municipality of Preveza 

❖ We formed the 1st Greek network for organizations that work with/for older people with 9 NGOs/Associations 

❖ We participated in the 4th Greek Conference on Active and Healthy Ageing of Altzheimer’s Heraklion Association 

❖ We participated in the Festival “Monopatia Zois” organized by ANTAMA 

❖ We welcomed the partners of the Erasmus+ project “e-Protect”, as part of our networking exchange with KMOP NGO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51pdiDTR9Qk&t=1s
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6.1. European Week of Active and Healthy Ageing of AAL Program, Gdansk, Poland

From 18th to 20th October, Maria Asteriou, Co-founder of 

People Behind, participated in the panel named “Freedom 

and Inclusions are one click away” with speakers and 

experts from Italy and Portugal. The aim of the discussion 

was to create awareness on the digital illiteracy of older 

people, to identify the critical factors to prepare younger 

generations on active and healthy ageing and to 

crosscheck the needs of today with needs of tomorrow.
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6.2. Ministerial Conference on Ageing, Rome, Italy

From 15th to 17th June, Maria Asteriou and Maria Iliopoulou, Co-founders of People Behind, attended the Ministerial Conference 

on Ageing, that took place in Rome. People Behind was one of the 10 winners of the Video Competition with the video “A word 

before happiness”. All 10 winning videos were screened during the Rome Forum. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51pdiDTR9Qk&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51pdiDTR9Qk&t=1s
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6.3. Digital Beach Summit, Municipality of Preveza, Epirus, Greece 

From 5th to 6th September, Maria Asteriou and Maria Iliopoulou, Co-founders of People Behind, participated in the Digital Beach 

Summit that was organized by the Municipality of Preveza. With speakers from the NGOs HIGGS, Rise Club, Cigaret Cycle and 

Salvia, People Behind presented the team’s interventions for the digital inclusiveness of older people in the modern era. 
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6.4. 4th Greek Conference on Active and Healthy Ageing of Altzheimer’s Heraklion Association

On 22nd September, Maria Asteriou, Co-founder

of People Behind, participated in the 4th Greek

Conference on Active and Healthy Ageing that

was organized by Altzheimer’s Heraklion

Association.

Maria presented the work of People Behind

promoting Active and Healthy Ageing, with an

emphasis on the impact of the University for Third

Age.
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6.5. Monopatia Zois Festival organized by ANTAMA 

On 16th September, Maria Asteriou and Maria

Iliopoulou, Co-founders of People Behind,

participated in the Festival “Monopatia Zois” that

was organized by ANTAMA Association.

As part of the festival, Maria and Maria presented

spoke about the challenges older people face

in the digital world and the documentary

“Hug65+” was screened.

The presentation and the documentary were live-

streamed by ANTAMA’s YouTube Channel.
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6.6. e-Protect – a project for internet safety

On 25th May, Maria Asteriou and Konstantina

Gkeka, welcomed to People Behind’s office the

partners of “e-Protect” project, as part of the

networking activities with KMOP NGO.

Maria and Konstantina introduced to the partners

the work of People Behind, presented a part of

the documentary ‘Hug65+” and discussed about

the needs and challenges older people face in the

digital world.
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6.7. The 1st Greek network for organizations that work with/for older people

"DY✓AMI" Network was an idea of 50plus Hellas and

People Behind to create a network of non-profit

organizations, which have older people at the centre of

their efforts. KMOP and the Social Cooperative

Enterprise for Collective and Social Benefit ANTAMA

responded to this idea immediately, giving the Network

flesh and blood, while 10 other non-profit organizations

soon followed, increasing the number of Network

members to 14.

The main purpose of the Network is to support older

people in Greece in the areas of health, employment,

lifelong education and human rights, with the ultimate

goal of improving their quality of life.



7. Pop-up activities

During 2022 People Behind accepted invitations from organizations to participate in small, pop-up events, supporting their 

creative ideas either by presenting the team’s achievements or by actively taking part in workshops with People Behind 

beneficiaries. 

❖ We participated in the “Giving Friday” Christmas Event  of Iasis NGO 

The participants of the University for Third Age opened their hearts to everyone who has shared joy, smile, time, care, 

love. They returned the feelings they had received with a public message saying "thank you“. 

See the cards here (Greek only) https://bit.ly/3E5cPmL

❖ We participated with 15 older people in a Up-cycling workshop of Shedia NGO

❖ We participated in the event “Growing up happy” against the social exclusion of older people of KMOP NGO, as part 

of the Silver Age Learning Erasmus+ project. Maria Asteriou, Co-founder of People Behind and Penelope Kyritsi, 

beneficiary of the organization talked about the team’s interventions for older people. 

See pictures in the next slide →
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“Growing up happy” | 12 May | KMOPUp-cycling workshop | 13 December | Shedia



8. Transparency

People Behind believes that a charitable organization should provide its financial data and resources to all stakeholders and

the public. 

During 2022 People Behind received funding from:

⮚ TIMA Charitable Foundation for the University for Third Age

⮚ Latsis Foundation for the University for Third Age

⮚ Eurolife FFH University for Third Age

⮚ Active Citizens Fund program, for Hug65+ and Women Empowerment 65+

⮚ Individuals through the donation button on People Behind’s website and online purchases via YouBeHero platform

You may find all financial and legal documents of People Behind here.
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https://www.peoplebehind.gr/who-we-are


9. Team

The whole operation of People Behind is based on teamwork, boosting of each

member’s skills and knowledge but mainly on understanding the needs of

people 65+ and the multiple challenges that this target group faces.

Co-founders of the organization are Maria Asteriou and Maria Iliopoulou, who

undertake Fundraising, Communication and Project Management. The new

team member who works in Project Management is Konstantina Gkeka.

All facilitators of activities and workshops are an integral part of the team in the

design, implementation and evaluation of the programs. In 2022 the facilitators

have been: Nikos Vandoros, Gerasimos Georgatos, Katerina Kataki, Katerina

Vergetaki, Dimitra Charilaou, Olga Nikolaidou, Giannis Bratsolias, Maria

Bistaraki, Amalia Papaioannou, Stella Teneketzi and Tonia Kastrinaki.

Last but not least, we want to thank IASIS NGO and The e-square project for

collaborating in the context of University for Third Age.
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10. Testimonials

"You came in my life at a difficult time. Through the Digital Empowerment workshop, I managed to get on YouTube, listen 

to nice old songs, click on "new tab", sign up for Facebook, attach, email, order food online. But mostly I learned to be 

patient. I overcame what happened to me in my life because I participated in the University for Third Age. I felt that I was 

not alone. Now I can help others and I say ... finally, life is beautiful ". (Marousso P, participant in the Digital 

Empowerment workshop)

“Through the workshops I felt that we must not give up. I never felt that I cannot make it- and this is because of you. Now 

I know that power is always within us, should be our life priority. We can achieve anything, as long as we want it”. (Maria 

M., participant in the Digital Empowerment workshop)

"I was waiting for Wednesday to come and connect. Through the Philosophy workshops I understood how human 

thinking evolved and now I can face the issue of time passing, which -at my age- concerns me every day." (Evangelia A., 

participant in the Philosophy workshop)
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10. Contact us Support us

Propontidos 3, 10444, Athens

Τel: +30 210 3418082

Piraeus Bank
IΒΑΝ GR22 0172 1810 0051 8108 8528 941

1.

2.

info@peoplebehind.gr

https://www.peoplebehind.gr/people-behind-eng

3. Make an online purchase through

YouBeHero and automatically donate an 

amount to People Behind
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https://bit.ly/3asMEGQ
mailto:info@peoplebehind.gr
https://www.peoplebehind.gr/people-behind-eng
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTICIvjD4n5KMBsD0bKiGCg
https://www.instagram.com/people_behind/?hl=el
https://www.facebook.com/peoplebehind.gr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/65609586/
https://youbehero.com/gr/cause/people-behind
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